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according to biblical prophecy the tribulation is a seven year
period that will begin immediately following the rapture evil
will spread without restraint the diseases natural disasters
wars and devastation we see in our world today are but a
taste of the atrocities to come the meaning of tribulation is
distress or suffering resulting from oppression or persecution
also a trying experience how to use tribulation in a sentence
it s not hard to learn about tribulation in the bible tribulation
refers to the hardships trials and suffering that believers may
encounter in their lives it is a recurring theme in both the old
and new testaments old testament references tribulation is
often associated with the challenges faced by the people of
israel updated may 08 2024 the tribulation according to the
bible refers to a future period marked by significant suffering
and divine judgment it is primarily discussed in the new
testament in summary the tribulation is the seven year
period in the end times in which humanity s decadence and
depravity will reach its fullness with god judging accordingly
also during that time israel will repent of their sin and
receive jesus as their messiah setting up a time of great
blessing and restoration zephaniah 3 9 20 isaiah 12 35
updated november 28 2022 the tribulation also known as the
great tribulation is an unprecedented period that will be
experienced on the earth there has never been a time like it
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before and there will never be one like it after the tribulation
as taught by most bible scholars encompasses a future
seven year period when god will complete his discipline of
israel and final judgment upon the unbelieving citizens of the
world those who accept a pre tribulation rapture theory
believe that christians who have trusted christ as lord and
savior will escape the tribulation the phrase trials and
tribulations refers to the challenges we endure in life that
test our faith love hope and more definition of trials and
tribulations trials and tribulations can be simply defined as
difficult experiences problems etc as does merriam webster
in a secular context they are plainly bad things or times that
we endure a problem or difficulty synonym trial see also
trials and tribulations literary or humorous smart vocabulary
related words and phrases difficult situations and unpleasant
experiences a hard tough row to hoe idiom abyss adversity
at your worst idiom augean bad hair day emergence
epidemic genie hardness have a bumpy ride idiom the word
tribulation comes from the greek word thlipsis θλιψις
meaning affliction distress it is used in general of any kind of
testing affliction or distress which people experience
throughout life and especially of the church and her
problems in this world acts 7 10 11 11 19 rom 5 3 rev 1 9 2 9
10 22 in the futurist view of christian eschatology the great
tribulation is a relatively short period of time where everyone
will experience worldwide hardships persecution disasters
famine war pain and suffering which will affect all of creation
and precede judgment of all when the second coming takes
place noun grievous trouble severe trial or suffering
synonyms adversity distress hardship affliction an instance of
this an affliction trouble etc tribulation ˌtrɪbjʊˈleɪʃən noun a
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cause of distress a state of suffering or distress discover
more word history and origins origin of tribulation 1
tribulation simply means pressure literally or figuratively
afflicted tion anguish burdened persecution tribulation
trouble strong and can refer to anything from the daily trials
of life to very severe trials including persecutions for the
faith 1 thessalonians 1 6 revelation 1 9 2 9 10 but what we
refer to as the great definition the tribulation and antichrist
are two separate but interrelated concepts tribulation refers
to any times of trouble or distress experienced by god s
people but it also refers to future intense period of great
tribulation that will occur just prior to the return of christ the
tribulation is called the day of the lord especially in the old
testament this term is used of when god judges a nation or
nations however those are just precursors for god s ultimate
judgment of the world in the end times home the events of
the tribulation period 1 revelation 4 1 2 john a symbol of the
church is taken up to heaven 2 daniel 9 27 the antichrist
signs a covenant for seven years with the nation of israel this
is the event that inaugurates the tribulation period 3
revelation 6 1 2 bible question revelation 6 10 11 7 3 4 13 14
would seem to indicate that the rapture does not occur
before the tribulation do you agree bible answer overview of
the tribulation the tribulation is a well defined period of time
daniel 9 27 states that it is a seven year period noun
ˌtrɪbjuˈleɪʃn countable uncountable literary or humorous great
trouble difficulty or mental pain the tribulations of modern
life the trials and tribulations of running a business word
origin want to learn more the tribulation is a future time
period when the lord will accomplish at least two aspects of
his plan 1 he will complete his discipline of the nation israel
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daniel 9 24 and 2 he will judge the unbelieving godless
inhabitants of the earth revelation 6 18 answer one of the
most difficult parts of the christian life is the fact that
becoming a disciple of christ does not make us immune to
life s trials and tribulations why would a good and loving god
allow us to go through such things as the death of a child
disease and injury to ourselves and our loved ones financial
hardships worry and fear
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what is the tribulation david
jeremiah blog
Apr 28 2024

according to biblical prophecy the tribulation is a seven year
period that will begin immediately following the rapture evil
will spread without restraint the diseases natural disasters
wars and devastation we see in our world today are but a
taste of the atrocities to come

tribulation definition meaning
merriam webster
Mar 27 2024

the meaning of tribulation is distress or suffering resulting
from oppression or persecution also a trying experience how
to use tribulation in a sentence it s not hard to learn about
tribulation

what is tribulation bible meaning
and significance
Feb 26 2024

in the bible tribulation refers to the hardships trials and
suffering that believers may encounter in their lives it is a
recurring theme in both the old and new testaments old
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testament references tribulation is often associated with the
challenges faced by the people of israel

what is the tribulation meaning and
end times events crosswalk
Jan 25 2024

updated may 08 2024 the tribulation according to the bible
refers to a future period marked by significant suffering and
divine judgment it is primarily discussed in the new
testament

what is the end times tribulation
gotquestions org
Dec 24 2023

in summary the tribulation is the seven year period in the
end times in which humanity s decadence and depravity will
reach its fullness with god judging accordingly also during
that time israel will repent of their sin and receive jesus as
their messiah setting up a time of great blessing and
restoration zephaniah 3 9 20 isaiah 12 35

what do we know about the
tribulation bible study tools
Nov 23 2023
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updated november 28 2022 the tribulation also known as the
great tribulation is an unprecedented period that will be
experienced on the earth there has never been a time like it
before and there will never be one like it after

what is the tribulation in the bible
learn religions
Oct 22 2023

the tribulation as taught by most bible scholars encompasses
a future seven year period when god will complete his
discipline of israel and final judgment upon the unbelieving
citizens of the world those who accept a pre tribulation
rapture theory believe that christians who have trusted christ
as lord and savior will escape the tribulation

what are trials and tribulations
bible verses and meaning today
Sep 21 2023

the phrase trials and tribulations refers to the challenges we
endure in life that test our faith love hope and more
definition of trials and tribulations trials and tribulations can
be simply defined as difficult experiences problems etc as
does merriam webster in a secular context they are plainly
bad things or times that we endure
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tribulation english meaning
cambridge dictionary
Aug 20 2023

a problem or difficulty synonym trial see also trials and
tribulations literary or humorous smart vocabulary related
words and phrases difficult situations and unpleasant
experiences a hard tough row to hoe idiom abyss adversity
at your worst idiom augean bad hair day emergence
epidemic genie hardness have a bumpy ride idiom

appendix 5 the doctrine of the
tribulation bible org
Jul 19 2023

the word tribulation comes from the greek word thlipsis
θλιψις meaning affliction distress it is used in general of any
kind of testing affliction or distress which people experience
throughout life and especially of the church and her
problems in this world acts 7 10 11 11 19 rom 5 3 rev 1 9 2 9
10 22

great tribulation wikipedia
Jun 18 2023

in the futurist view of christian eschatology the great
tribulation is a relatively short period of time where everyone
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will experience worldwide hardships persecution disasters
famine war pain and suffering which will affect all of creation
and precede judgment of all when the second coming takes
place

tribulation definition meaning
dictionary com
May 17 2023

noun grievous trouble severe trial or suffering synonyms
adversity distress hardship affliction an instance of this an
affliction trouble etc tribulation ˌtrɪbjʊˈleɪʃən noun a cause of
distress a state of suffering or distress discover more word
history and origins origin of tribulation 1

the great tribulation what when
who and why
Apr 16 2023

tribulation simply means pressure literally or figuratively
afflicted tion anguish burdened persecution tribulation
trouble strong and can refer to anything from the daily trials
of life to very severe trials including persecutions for the
faith 1 thessalonians 1 6 revelation 1 9 2 9 10 but what we
refer to as the great
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the tribulation and the antichrist
the gospel coalition
Mar 15 2023

definition the tribulation and antichrist are two separate but
interrelated concepts tribulation refers to any times of
trouble or distress experienced by god s people but it also
refers to future intense period of great tribulation that will
occur just prior to the return of christ

6 the tribulation bible org
Feb 14 2023

the tribulation is called the day of the lord especially in the
old testament this term is used of when god judges a nation
or nations however those are just precursors for god s
ultimate judgment of the world in the end times

the events of the tribulation period
bible org
Jan 13 2023

home the events of the tribulation period 1 revelation 4 1 2
john a symbol of the church is taken up to heaven 2 daniel 9
27 the antichrist signs a covenant for seven years with the
nation of israel this is the event that inaugurates the
tribulation period 3 revelation 6 1 2
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does the rapture occur before the
tribulation period
Dec 12 2022

bible question revelation 6 10 11 7 3 4 13 14 would seem to
indicate that the rapture does not occur before the
tribulation do you agree bible answer overview of the
tribulation the tribulation is a well defined period of time
daniel 9 27 states that it is a seven year period

tribulation noun definition pictures
pronunciation and
Nov 11 2022

noun ˌtrɪbjuˈleɪʃn countable uncountable literary or humorous
great trouble difficulty or mental pain the tribulations of
modern life the trials and tribulations of running a business
word origin want to learn more

what is the great tribulation
gotquestions org
Oct 10 2022

the tribulation is a future time period when the lord will
accomplish at least two aspects of his plan 1 he will
complete his discipline of the nation israel daniel 9 24 and 2
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he will judge the unbelieving godless inhabitants of the earth
revelation 6 18

why does god allow us to go
through trials and tribulations
Sep 09 2022

answer one of the most difficult parts of the christian life is
the fact that becoming a disciple of christ does not make us
immune to life s trials and tribulations why would a good and
loving god allow us to go through such things as the death of
a child disease and injury to ourselves and our loved ones
financial hardships worry and fear
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